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Abstract (EN) 
 
This paper investigates the expansion of pier C in Copenhagen Airport. By employing 
ethnographic methods and an ANT perspective, we investigate the design process in order to 
understand the coming into being of the design. The paper is a contribution to the landscape of 
mobility research and is innovative in the combination of the field of designed mobilities and 
the field of design process research. Defining critical moments within the design process, we 
argue that these can be traced in and inextricably linked to the design.  
 
Abstract (DA) 
 
Denne artikel undersøger Københavns Lufthavns udvidelse af C-fingeren. Ved at anvende 
etnografiske metoder og benytte et ANT perspektiv, undersøges designprocessen for at forstå 
designets oprindelse. Artiklen bidrager til forskningen af mobilitet, og det innovative består i 
kombinationen af designede mobiliteter og designprocess forskning. Ved at definere de kritiske 
øjeblikke i designprocessen, argumenterer vi for, at disse direkte kan spores i og hænger 
uløseligt sammen med designproduktet.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
What you are about to read is a combination of two fields, namely a mobility research and                 
design process research, synthesized to what we could label designing mobilities. These fields             
meet in the investigation of a piece of airport architecture - in this case pier C in Copenhagen                  
Airport. The investigation will unfold through a theoretical founded contextualisation and an            
analytical part were we unfold the causality of the design process. By employing traditional,              
ethnographic methods in combination with an ANT approach we hereby value all human and              
non-human actors to be co-creators of the construction of, and the coming into being of pier C.                 
Introductory, by presenting a poetic, narrative style of writing we invite the reader to follow us                
on a journey through Copenhagen Airport.  
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